
DAYTRIP THROUGH THE PARQUE NATURAL DO ALVÃO 

 

This trip takes you through beautiful villages and to the Parque Natural do Alvão, alternately 

lovely and rough, but always with nice views. Along the route you can have a pick nick or 

cool off in a little river. 

Length of the trip is 97 kilometers, which will take you about 3 hours. 

From the campsite you drive back to the N206. Turn right (through the little tunnel). Follow 

this road until you reach Arco de Baúlhe. At the roundabout just after the Avia gasstation 

take the first exit into the main street of Arco. 

After 200 meters turn left direction Cerva and Atei. A little further down the road you will 

pass an old railway station. Turn left and take the first road right in direction Atei. 

Keep going in the direction of Atei. After the second bridge across a river turn sharply left (do 

not go into the Rua de Barca!). Pass the motorway underneath. 

When you reach Atei follow the asphalt road in direction Mondim. On a T-junction in the 

center of Atei you turn left. Leave Atei and you will drive into Bormela. Follow the curve to 

the right. Left below you can see the motorway. 

Stay on this road. You will pass signs with Ribeira de Pena and Asnela. On a junction with 

signs follow the curve to the right. A little bit further on there is a sign N312 Cerva – Ribeira 

de Pena. 

Drive into Cerva. Don’t go to Adoria, just follow the road and cross the river Poio. Go 

straight ahead on a roundabout and take the first road right. On the right you can see the 

river when you look down. 

Pass a sign Alvite and go in direction Sta. Eulália. 

Pass the sign Mourão. A few kilometers further down the road turn right in direction Alvadia. 

This is the Rua Principal de Assureira. The road climbs and there is a lovely view of the 

valley. 

Stay on this road and ignore all side roads. On the highest point you keep going in direction 

Alvadia. Driving down the mountain will take a few kilometers. You will pass an old stoney 

wall on the left. 

Cross the river Poio. Just before you reach Alvadia turn right in direction Vila Real and 

Macieira. Here is an opportunity to cool off in the river. 

Further on on your right you can see a ‘levada’ (an irrigation canal) and an aquaduct. From 

this road you have a magnificent view on the Alvão area. The roach reaches Macieira and 

gets a little bumpy and narrow. At the end of the village you will reach a tarmac road. Turn 

left here. 

Follow this road until you reach a group of fairly new houses. There is a junction here and 

you take a right turn. On another junction (with a stop sign) you turn left direction Anta and 



Vila Real. Pass a sign Bobal. On a T-junction turn right direction Pioledo. Here you also can 

see a sign with Parque Natural de Alvão. A little further on you turn right direction Pioledo 

and go straight on through the village. 

(We have a described walk of about 9 kilometers available, which starts in the center of 

Pioledo). 

When you have left Pioledo you turn left on a T-junction. There is a little wooden sign ‘fisgas’ 

which means waterfall (it is optional to pay it a visit). You will pass Cavernelhe which lies 

beneath the road. At the end of the village you take the higher road right. A wooden sign 

points to Ermelo. Pass the sign Varzigueiro. Cross the river Olo and follow the road up. 

Pass Fervença and drive down to Ermelo. Here the road will get more narrow and turns into 

a brick road. 

(Ermelo is a lovely old village with granite houses and slate rooftops. Worthwile to park your 

car and walk around). 

When leaving the village you reach the N304 and turn right direction Mondim de Basto. 

After about 14 kilometers you will reach this town. 

(Mondim de Basto has a charming little old centre and some restaurants. There is also a 

Tourist Office). 

Follow the road until you reach a roundabout. (For the centre take the first exit). When you 

wish to continue the trip take the second exit direction Fafe. At the end turn left direction 

Fafe. Pass the bridge crossing the river Tamega and turn right after 2.3 kilometers 

signposted Quinta da Raza. 

You will reach the village of Canedo. Follow the road until you reach a T-junction with the 

N210. Turn left here and take the firt road right, just before the church. At the cross turn left. 

Follow this road passing a group of cork oaks and a little further down the road the cemetery 

of Corgo. 

The road winds and gets narrow at times. You will drive underneath a gate (which is in fact 

an aquaduct and turn left at the end. At the stop sign go straight ahead. After another 100 

meters turn right onto a brick road. 

After about 1.4 kilometers you will reach a litte café (just before a bridge). Take the the 

tarmac road right here. Follow the curve to the left after about 100 meters and follow this 

curvy roach which will climb and descend alternately. On a T-junction take a right turn. After 

a few hundred meters there is a big granite house in front of you. Turn right here. Follow this 

road until you pass a dumpser on your left. Take the first road right, steep up (indeed it looks 

familiar: it is the road to the campsite!). Turn right when you reach the top, then left again and 

on your left is the entrance of Quinta Valbom. 


